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This project was funded with the support of the European Commission

Learning Teaching Training Activity
First Active Citizenship Language Camp
4th to 15th April 2016

Ostello “Casa del Padre” strada del Pizzarello 6, 43028 Lagrimone, Tizzano - Parma
☎ +39 - 3346868666 email: cdp.ostellolagrimone@gmail.com
Camp Manager : M. Alessandro ROSSI

FRENCH TEAM

BELLOUTI Mohamed
BLOT Romain
DEGHIM Zinedine
DOUMANE Sofiane
GOUDIABY Noah
HATILIP Coralyn

LAURENT Debora
LEGLISE Sarah
SIMON Youssef
SEVERICHE Christophe
TIRECH Yanis

No allergy : ☑
No Pork : ☒
No meat : ☒
Special needs : ☒

PUPILS

TEACHERS

MECHKOUK Lahachmi
LE LOUET Vincent
BENKOUDAD Noureddine
HAMI Karima